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 An affix is a part of a word that has a specific meaning. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Build the Word  Can you figure out what each of these superpowers are called?  

 
Example:  Aquaman uses zoopathy to communicate with animals. 

 
Black Panther has __________human senses that are beyond normal human  
senses. 

Cyborg uses __________kinesis to move or control technology. 

Mystique is a __________ __________ who can take the form of other living things. 

Human Torch uses __________kinesis to move or control fire. 

__________visible Woman has the ability to make herself not be seen. 

Phoenix uses __________pathy to read peoples’ thoughts from a distance. 

Storm uses atmo__________ to move or control weather. 

Waverider uses __________kinesis to move through time. 

Wolverine is __________ __________al because healing powers make him not 
experience death. 

 

  

Affix Meanings 
super- above, beyond 

in- not 
zoo- animals 

techno- technology 
-kinesis movement 
chrono- time 

tele- distance 
pyro- fire 
im- not, without 

mort- death 
bio- living things 

-morph form 
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Sort It Out  Use the affixes to explore different superpowers.  

Label each object as something that can be lifted using human or superhuman power. 
 
 ______human______ plant in a pot  ____________________ elephant 

 ____________________ box of tools  ____________________ car 

____________________ palm tree  ____________________ dog 

Match each superpower to the object it can move or control. 

 chronokinesis  pyrokinesis  technokinesis  zookinesis   

cat   clock   computer   fire 

Fill in each blank with chrono or telescopic. 

 A superhero that can see the future has _______________ vision. 

 A superhero that can see something from a mile away has _______________ vision. 

Which forms can these superheroes change into? Write each object in the correct box. 

 computer palm tree  

 car  robot   

tiger  bee 

Circle the correct word to complete each sentence. 

A superhero with the power of invulnerability ( can / cannot ) be physically hurt. 

A superhero with the power of immobility ( can / cannot ) be moved by an outside force. 

A superhero that gets new powers post-mortem gets their powers after ( death / dark ). 

Affix Expert    Use the affixes to create a new superhero. Describe the hero’s powers. 

 

biomorph technomorph 

 

 

example: computer 
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Answer Key 
 

Build the Word 
 

Black Panther has superhuman senses that are beyond normal human senses. 

Cyborg uses technokinesis to move or control technology. 

Mystique is a biomorph who can take the form of other living things. 

Human Torch uses pyrokinesis to move or control fire. 

Invisible Woman has the ability to make herself not be seen. 

Phoenix uses telepathy to read peoples’ thoughts from a distance. 

Storm uses atmokinesis to move or control weather. 

Waverider uses chronokinesis to move through time. 

Wolverine is immortal because healing powers make him not experience death. 

 
Sort It Out 

 

human – box of tools, dog 

superhuman – palm tree, elephant, car 

 

pyrokinesis – fire  

technokinesis – computer  

zookinesis  – cat 

   

A superhero that can see the future has chrono vision. 

A superhero that can see something from a mile away has telescopic vision. 

 

biomorph – palm tree, tiger, bee 

technomorph – car, robot 

 

A superhero with the power of invulnerability cannot be physically hurt. 

A superhero with the power of immobility cannot be moved by an outside force. 

A superhero that gets new powers post-mortem gets their powers after death. 


